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Mr. Sam F. Cryderman, Deputy Director 
Bureau of Transportation Planning 
Department of State Highways and Transportation 
P.O. Drawer K 
Lansing, Michigan 48904 

Dear Mr. Cryderman: 

The Highway Planning Division of the Bureau of Transportation Planning is 
pleased to present Volume X-A, first in a series of four reports which document 
those procedures utilized in the monitoring of projected impacts generated by 
the simulated construction of alternate highway proposals. While the other 
reports within the series atphasize the social, econanic, and environmental 
ramifications of highway construction, this report details the concepts behind 
and the operational "steps" atployed in the developllent and application of sixteen 
travel impact indicators. When each of these indicators are applied separately, 
they measure only a single aspect of the total travel picture - taken together, 
they form a valuable process of highway system analysis and evaluation. 

The ccmputerized Statewide Travel Forecasting M:ldel has provided the basis upon 
which these procedures for analysis/evaluation have been built and the framework 
in which they are being constantly eKpanded. The process as described in this 
report has been applied to three exatplary highway configurations. The present
ation of the results obtained through this application is not meant to actually 
choose a best alternate route within the test area, but rather to danonstrate 
that the techniques/procedures developed to date do, in fact, supply answers 
to many real world problems currently facing the highway planner. Given that 
fiscal resources cannot be stretched to meet present and future user demand, 
how are highway funds optimally spent in the maintenance of the present network 
and in the removal of projected system deficiencies? A substantial portion of 
the answer to this tremendously ca:nplex question can be produced through the 
systematic atployment of the methodologies documented within this report. 

This report was prepared by Mr. Mark D. DuBay of the Statewide Interagency 
Procedures Research and Developnent Section under the supervision of Mr. Richard E. Esch. 

2?;~ 
R. J. Lilly, Administrator 
Highway Planning Division 
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PREFACE 

In the years since the initial develq:mmt of it~ canputerized Statewide 

Traffic Forecasting Model (June 1970) , the Michigan Department of State 

Highways and Transportation has periodically published reports detailing the 

further developnent of varying phases of its operation. These reports document 

assorted modeling techniques which have substantially added to the system's 

power of predicting the social, econcrnic, environmental, and travel impacts 

of proposed highway plans. A vast majority of the publications, have, to date, 

dealt with the explication of certain canponent-modals which, when utilized 

within the system framework, are vital pieces of the total modeling effort. 

These reports have typically placed a tranendous emphasis on the teclmical 

aspects of the model's developnent and methodology. While this documentation 

frequently presents specific analytical "tools" ,which may be employed by the 

user to detennine the above mentioned impacts, its treatment of this extranely 

relevant infm:mation has, often times, been oursory. 

This particular report, which is the first in a series of four, attempts 

to review, reevaluate and expand, whenever necessary, the discussion of those 

"t.ools" for rronitoring travel impacts which have received superficial treatment 

in previously published works. It, rroreover, demonstrates the applicability 

of those analytical teclmiques which have since been developed but, as of 

yet, have not· been sul:mitted for public scrutiny. This publication diverges 

fran the path taken by those =ently in print in that it stresses system 

application rather than system development. The work presented here should 

prove to be of special interest and value to those wishing to develop a system 

of travel :impact analysis measurements of their own. Three subsequent reports 

-1-
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have similarly examined those analytical "tools" which have been devised to 

study specific social, econcrnic, and envirornnental :irrpacts of alternate 

highway proposals. 

A current listing of reports dealing with the Statewide Model's develop-

ment and application is presented here for your convenience. 

Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 

Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 

Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 
Volume 

Volume 

I -
I-A--
I-B--
I"'C--
I-D--

I'-E--
I-F--
I-G--
I-H--

I"-J-
I.:.K-

II -
III -
III-A.:.

v 

v 

Volume VI 
Volume VI -'-A-
Volume VII .. -
Volume VII-A
Volume VIII -
Volume IX ;.;:_ 
Volume X""A--
Volume X-B--
Volume X"'C--
Volume XI --

STATEWIDE TRAVEL M)DELING SERIFS 

Objectives and Work Program 
Region 4 Workshop Topic Sunmaries 
Single and Multiple Corridor Analysis 
Model Applications: Turnbacks 
Proximity Analysis: Social Inpacts of Alternate 
Highway Plans on Public Facilities 
Model Applications: Cost-Benefit Analysis 
Air and Noise Pollution System Analysis Model 
Transportation Planning Psychological Inpact Model 
Level of Service Systems Analysis Model: A Public 
Interaction Application 
Service-Area Model 
Effective Speed Model: A Public Interaction Tool 
DeVelop:nent of Network Models 
Multi-Level Highway Network Generator ("Segmental Model") 
Semi-Autc:mit:ic Network Generator Using a "Digitizer" 
Part A-- Travel Model DeVelop:nent: Refonnation~ip 
Data Bank Preparation 
Part B-- Develop:nent of the Statewide Socio-Econcrnic 
Data Bank for Trip Generation-Distribution 
Corridor Location Dynamics 
Envirornnental Sensitivity Ccll;luter Mapping 
Design Hour Volume Model Develop:nent 
Capacity Adequacy Forecasting Model 
Statewide Public and Private Facility File 
Statewide Socio-Econcrnic Data File 
Statewide Travel Inpact Analysis Procedures 
Statewide Social Impact Analysis Procedures 
Statewide Econcrnic Inpact Analysis Procedures 
Ccll;luter Run Times - An Aid in Selecting Statewide Travel 

. M:xlel System Size 

-2-
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INTRODUCTION 

The construction and utilization of a transportation oorridor has 

long been recognized by social scientists as having a trenendous pervasive 

effect upon a region's political, eooncmic, and social structure. The 

psychological and environmental impacts of such a oonstruction, at first 

glance not obvious, have, in recent years, added to the growing list of 

social variables with which state highway departments I!UlSt becane concerned. 

This concern, previously an obligation in, perhaps, only a IIDral sense, has 

been translated into a legal responsibility by recent federal legislation. 

Each state to be in canpliance with section 109 (h) of title 23, U.S. Code, 

must fonnulate an "action plan" which details the exact methodology to be 

utilized in the detennination of a transportation plan's social, econcmic, 

and environmental impacts. Identification, measurenent and evaluation of 

these effects are mandatory and underlie the "challenge" presently oonfronting 

state highway departments throughout the nation (see "A Statewide Transportation 

Modeling System Effectively Meets the Transportation Challenge of the 70's") . 

By laying the groundwork for its statewide traffic forecasting I!Odel 

in the mid-60's, the Michigan State Department of State Highways and Trans-

portation anticipated the need for its transportation planning process to becane 

IIDre dynamic and canprehensive in its approach to formulating alternative 

highway proposals. Research and analysis eonvinced the Statewide Interagency 

Procedures Research and Development Section of the Bureau. of Transportation 

Planning that the development of a statewide transportation I!Odeling system 

was the most effective, efficient means of fulfilling the Department's expanding 

realm of responsibility. A canplete in-depth description of the statewide 

I!Odeling system has been documented in the various reports cited above. and, 

therefore, duplication of those efforts is avoided .here. Briefly, the statewide 

-3-
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model is a systanatic approach to the evaluation and analysis of travel and 

its social, econcrnic, and environmental impacts as they might oc= if alternative 

transportation plans were actually :i.mplanented. The modeling< system, as a 

canputerized simulation of the "real world", allows its user to specify possible 

transportation corridors, to identify those social, econcrnic, environmental 

and travel aspects of a region which are Irost heavily impacted, and to choose, 

on the basis of this infonnation, the optimal alternate plan. 

The statewide modeling system is greatly dependent upon the< utilization 
:··· . 

of three infonnation files which were, in the early develop:nental phases of 

the statewide< systan, defined as representing society (see Figure 1) • The 

first of these files contains data descriptive of man's natur'l-1 environment-

i.e.' those elanents of the real world which are not physically created by 

man himself. A sample of the itans which appear in this file are shown in 

Figure 2. The third file known as the "Statewide Public and Private Faculty 

File" contains infonnation pertinent to the man-made, physical aspects of the 

human environment. A complete listing of the categories currently being utilized 

within the nO:Ieling process are presented in Figure 3. Man's ccmnimication 

systan provides, in both the real and simulated worlds, a logical connection 

between these j:wo environments. The second file, which is critical fran a 

transportation planning perspective, currently erploys only that data relevant 

to a description of the highway network. Figure 4 shows a base year (1970) canputer 

plot of Michigan trunklines and county roads. Considerable progress has been 

made in the last year toward converting the "ccmnunication" file to an approach 

in which alLhroes of statewide transportation are represented (i.e., airways, 

railroads, waterways, pipelines). The multiple applications of such a ccmprehensiv< 
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FIGURE 2 

STATEWIDE ·SOCIO-ECONOMIC· 

DATA FilE* 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PO PULA liON 
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY TYPE OF SCHOOL 
YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED 
CITIZENSHIP BY AGE 

INCOME CHARACTERISTICS Of POPULATION 
FAMILY INCOME 
INCOME BY OCCUPATION AND SEX 
RATIO OF FAM! LV INCOME TO POVERTY LEVEL 

LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION 
EMPLOYMENT BY AGE 
EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATJON AND SEX 
EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY AND SEX 

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS Of POPULATION 
AGE BY SEX 
TYPE OF FAMILY 
MARITAL STATUS 

AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

LAKE FRONTAGE 
ASSESSED VALUATION 
WATER AREA 

*THOSE ITEMS LISTED HERE ARE SAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE COMPLETE 
FILE WHICH CONTAINS OVER 700 ITEMS, 
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FIGURE 3 

STATEWIDE FACILITY FILE 

AIRPORTS 
AMBULANCE SERVICE 
BUS TERMINALS 
CAMP GROUNDS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 
CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAl. PARKS 
CITIES OVER 30,000 POPULATION 
CITIES OVER 5,000 POPULATION 
CIVIL DEFENSE TERMINALS 
COLLEGES, NON-PUBLIC 
COLLEGES, PUBLIC COMMUNITY 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, PUBLIC 4 YEAR 
CONVENTION CENTERS 
GAME AREAS 
GOLF COURSES 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
HISTORIC SITES 
HOMES FOR THE AGED 
HOS PIT AI.S 
MAJOR COMMERCIAL CENTERS 
MANUFACTURERS 
ME.NTAL HEALTH CENTERS 
NEWSPAPERS, DAILY 
NEWSPAPERS, WEEKLY AND BIWEEKLY 
NURSING HOMES 
PORTS 
RAIL TERMINALS 
SECRETARY OF THE STATE OFFICES 
SEWAGE TREATMENT FACILITIES 
S Kl IHSORTS 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILS 
STATE PARKS 
STATE POLICE POSTS 
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
TREASURY OFFICEs 
TRUCK TERMINALS 
UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICES 
WEATHER SERVICE STATIONS-NATIONAL 
WHOLESALE TRADE CENTERS 
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system seem, at present, to be extraordinary •. The highway network file 

shown in Figure 5 has been created through the surrrnarization of data stored 

in the following files: 

A. TR!JNKLINE VEHICLE-MILES MASTER FILE 

B. MICHIGAN HIGHWAYS YEARLY SUFFICIENCY RATING FILE 

C. ACCIDENT MASTER FILE 

D. STATE TJUNKLINE CONI'ROL SEx:::TION. LOG RECORD FILE 

. E. STATE TJUNKLINE NEEDS FILE 

The true power of the three basic infonnation files, of course, lies not 

in the amount or type of data which they store but rather in the user's ability 

to rapidly add and delete information as the need arises. This feature allows 

the modeling process to employ only that information which is most currently 

available. Collection, storage and retrieval of all data employed within the 

process is tied to a 547 zone system. Of this total, 508 are actually "in-state" 

zones (see Figures 6 and 7). The zonal concept is of extreme importance in that 

it provides a dynamic link between information retrieval and actual modeling 

procedures. The flow of "raw" data fran the storage within the information files 

to its conversion into accurate travel, social, econanic, and environmental 

indicators has been effectively accanplished as a result of "gearing" the entire 

system to a zonal format. The zone system also plays a considerable role in 

translating typical numeric output into graphic fom. Various statewide model 

plotting techniques, such as the network node plot shown in Figure 4, shall be 

discussed and presented at timely intervals throughout this report. 

The infomation files discussed here have provided a solid foundation 

JlPOn which the entire statewide modeling system has been built. But "raw" 

data, regardless of its fonmat, is innately of little consequence. The conversion 

-9-
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FIGURE 5 

STATEWIDE HIGHWAY NETWORK 

LINK FILE 

CONTENTS Of EACH HIGHWAY SEGMENT OR LINK 

AVERAGE SPEED 
DISTANCE 

URBAN-RURAL DESIGNATION 
TYPE OF ROUTE 

TRAfFIC VOLUME CAPACITY 
. AVERAGE ANNUAl .DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUME 

COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC VOLUME 
DESIGN HOUR VOLUME 
ACCIDENT FATAL RATE 
ACCIDENT INJURY RA.TE 
ACCIDENT RATE 

NUMBER Of LANES 
lANE WIDTH 
SURFACE CONDITION 
RIGHT OF WAY 
SIGHT RESTRICTION 

." ~-": 
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MICHIGAN'S TRANSPORTATION MODELING SYSTEM 

MINNESOTA 
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IOWA 
544 

MISSOURI 
543 
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511 
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of data frcrn its simple state :into that of an accurate :indicator results 

directly fran its systematic manipulation by various sub:-system, ccrnponent

rnodels. A schemata showing the entire statewide system is presented :in Figure 8. 

Many system programs, files and models were developed exclusively for the 

purpose of si.mulat:ing real world phencrnena--specifically, human travel behavior. 

A majority of the procedures utilized within the statewide system, however, 

are analytical :in nature. The effective use of numerous system "tools" allows 

one to monitor the actual simulation process and to output infonnation relevant 

to a particular study area. This :infonnation typically :in the fonn of impact 

measurements, detenn:ines the system-level importance of various changes :in the 

highway network. optimization of limited highway resources, as a result of the 

modeling process, beccrnes a simple matter of ccrnparing state and regional impact 

measures to detenn:ine which of the simulated plans prove to be most beneficial 

from a system perspective. 

This report documents those analytical tools and their corresponding 

:indicators which have .been molded :into a process of evaluat:ing various highway 

proposals with respect to travel patterns and characteristics. The following 

portion of this document defines and describes those ccrnponent models which 

are essential to the operation of this travel impact evaluation process. A 

"real world" situation to which all of the analytical impact measurements 

(see Figure 9) have been applied is presented in a subsequent section. This 

list should not be considered all-:inclusive, for the Stat.ewide Interagency 

Procedures Research and Development Section is constantly devising and refining 

various measurements of highway impact which :inpinge upon all areas of human 

existence. Nevertheless, it is believed that any agency that possesses or 

develops tools and indicators of the sophistication presented here should be 

more than amply prepared to meet "The Challenge of the 70's". 

-13-
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TRAVELIMPACT INDICATORS 

HIGHWAY VOLUME DEFICIENCY 

LEVEL OF SERVICE 

EFFECTIVE SPEED 

CAPACITY ADEQUACY 

TRIP LENGTH DISTRIBUTION 

AVERAGE TRIP LENGTH 

VEHICLE MILES 

VEHICLE HOURS 

TRAVEL VOLUME 

ZONE OF ORIGIN 

SELECTED ROUTE 

SELECTED TREE 

TRAVEL MODE ACCESSIBILITY 

SYMAP/TIME BAND 

POPULATION SHED 
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PROCEDURES 

AND 

FOR TRAVEL FORECASTING 

IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The Introduction to this report provides a brief descriptive discussion 

of the Statewide Modeling System. No attempt was made to give a detailed 

account of the "software" (programs, sub-models, and models) utilized in 

making the system operational. Such an effort is essential here, for without 

it, those unfamiliar with the process would find the discussion of the specific 

.impact procedures difficult, if not impossible, to carprehend. By quickly 

reviewing the software involved in making route and alternate route assignments, 

the reader may familiarize himself not only with the essential concepts which 

underlie the system but also with the unavoidable "jargon" in 'Which they are 

embodied. 

A. Travel Forecasting Procedures 

The Statewide Travel Forecasting Model (shown in Figure 10) provides 

a core around 'Which the entire modeling system has been built. Its sole 

purpose is the provision of travel projection figures for all road segments 

(links) within the state highway network. In perfol:llling this function, the 

model utilizes the output from four sub-models: 1) the Highway Network Model; 

2) the Trip Generation Model; 3) the Trip Distribution Model; and 4) the 

Traffic Assignment Model. 

Through the Highway Network Model, one is able to describe to the canputer, 

in its own "language", the highway system under study. Presently, simulation 

of the basic network includes all state trunklines, approximately 1,500 miles 

of county roads, and several major outstate routes. Figures 11 and 12 show 

this network as used within the zone system discussed earlier in this report 

(see Figures 6 and 7). The 1970 highway network was defined in the canputer 
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model as a set of links and nodes. The numbered nodes represent link inter-

sections. The location of a link is described by a paired set of nodes - i.e. , 

a link is defined by its connection of two specific network nodes. Figure 13a 

shows a conceptual drawing of a portion of the highway network as used within 

several zones of the 540 zone systan. The illustration indicates that there 

are two. basic types of systan links - regular highway links and pseudo-links 

known as zone centroids or "loading nodes". A regular highway link is used 

to describe a section of highway while a centroid, in connecting itself to a 

node of the base network, allows the feeding of traffic to and frcrn a zone, 

off of and onto the highway systan. The pseudo-link concept of separating 

intersection and loading nodes is necessary in making the model operational. 

Why this is so will becane m:>re clear as . the other travel forecasting sub-models 

are described. 

The user of the Highway Network Model must also differentiate between 

types of highway links according to certain physical and travel characteristics. 

Though the figures may vary with each link, the type of data coded during 

the initial link-node (network) definition includes all that which is listed 

in Figure 5 (the Highway Network File). Each discrete "piece" of link-specific 

descriptive data is stored on magnetic tape in what is known as "volume fields". 

Twenty-five such fields are now associated with each link on the standard 

(base) network tape. Their pr:imary function is to organize the storage of 

the link data by appropriately numbering the area of tape in which particular 

information is contained - thus facilitating user access. 

Appreciation of the "volume field" concept is critical to one's canpre-

hension of the modeling system for it is consistently employed throughout 

the process. Figure l3b illustrates how a link's descriptive data might 

-20-
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appear on a segment of magnetic tape if it were visible to the human eye. 

Over 7, 000 such data records are taken frcm punched cards (input) and recorded 

sequentially on the output (network) tape. First, a link's A and B nodes 

are recorded to distinguish it fran others within the network. The distance 

fran node A to node B is measured in tenths of a mile and speed at the legal 

rate. Each link is assumed to be symetrical - that is, as a two way link, 

all data applicable to one direction is applicable to the other. Therefore, 

direction is always coded as a "2". This initial portion of a link's data 

file contains other information pertinent to its description- e.g., type 

(existing or newly created?), jurisdiction (who funded the construction and 

maintains the road?), etc. Of the twenty-five, eight character volume fields 

which currently exist on the base network tape, the last seven are used by 

various systen models to store output for either further, future manipulation 

or for direct output through the graphic display battery. The travel impact 

procedures to be discussed below utilize these fields extensively for storage 

while using the information of the previous eighteen fields as their input. 

Once the 1970 network tape is created through standard coding procedures 

and specialized canputer programs, it may be modified, in any number of ways, 

to stimulate alternate highway proposals. Many such changes are performed 

when canparisons of travel impacts are desired. The output fran this sub-model, 

regardless of the network described, provides a primary input for not only 

the travel forecasting model, but for all models developed within the system. 

The second sub-model essential to statewide traffic forecasting, known 

as the trip generation model, simulates the number of trips produced within 

each of the 547 analysis zones. To accanplish this, the model utilizes a 

mathematical formula which is derived from calculating the statistical relation

ship between a zone's population and its actual generated trips as recorded 

-22-
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in selected origin and destination studies. By calculating a zone's trip 

producing power in a base year, future traffic figures may be detennined by 

projecting a zone's population to a specified target year. Knowing the 

number of generated trips for each study area is not enough; their interaction 

on a statewide basis must be calculated. This function is perfortned through 

the Trip Distribution Model - the third of the traffic forecasting sub-models. 

The Trip'Distribution Model uses a gravity principle in detennining the 

trip interchailge between zones. It incorporates into its cqrputer programs 

a mathematical expression which states that the number of trips distributed 

between zones ,is proportional to their population size and is inversely related 

to the distance between than. The distance between each zone and. every other 

zone within the system is calculated according to the minimum highway path 

between them in tenus of either time, distance, or cost. Since these minimum 

paths, when graphically displayed, are sllnilar to branches of a tree, one's 

"running" of the cqrputer program that perfonns this function has cane to be 

known as "building trees". A single, selected tree is shown in Figure 14. 

Five hundred and forty-seven such trees are built for each network - one for 

each zone centroid. When the minimum paths and the generated traffic figures 

are canbined according to the requirements of the gravity principle, they 

create a trip table (matrix) which accounts for all simulated trips between 

zones. Figure 15 shows the trip matrix for zone 1 using the base (1970) network 

as input. The trip table does not indicate which links within the highway 

network are Jtilized in determining the traffic interchange between zones 

nor does it record the exact number of statewide traffic which ei!ploy a particular 

highway link.. These tasks are left to the fourth sub-model of 1;:he traffic 
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forecasting process known as the Traffic Assignment Model. 

The primary function of this model is to coordinate the output of 

the other sub-models. By using as its input the base network (built 

through the Highway Network Model) , the min:inn.ml highway paths (detennined 

by the TPTRE and TPSKIM ccmputer programs) and the trip table (calculated 

by the trip Generation/Distribution Models) , the Assignment Model places 

("loads") slinulated traffic figures upon all network links. An example 

of how this loading process works is shown in Figures 16a and 16b. The 

model detennines that the trip table contains one hundred trips which have 

their origin in zone 156 and their destinations in zone 201. The tree 

building programs designate links 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8 as being the shortest 

highway path between the two zones. Each link within this path has recorded 

as passing through it, the one hundred interzonal trips. The trip table, 

likewise, indicates that fifty trips have their origin in zone 202 and their 

destination in zone 157. The min:inn.ml highway path calculated as 1-4, 4-5, 

5-6, 6-9 has associated with each path related link, the fifty trips generated 

in zone 202 and attracted to zone 157. This process is repeated not only 

until all those trips leaving zone 202 destined for each other zone within 

the system have been recorded, but also until the procedure is repeated 

fran the "perspective" of all systan zones. The model, run to its canpletion, 

outputs a network taPe with the "load" infonnation for each link stored in 

volume field #20. It is worth noting here that the centroid link of any net-

work indicates the number of trips entering and leaving a specific study 

zone. This is contrasted to a highway link which sht:Ms its total use within 

the system regardless of its location within the zone system. 
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The Trip Generation,/bistribution Models are not totally reliable in 

the production and distribution of trips, for obviously, the mathematical 

expressions they employ do not . (possibly cannot) include all significant 

variables that bear upon statewide travel behavior. Therefore, although 

the model successfully s:imulates the state's generalized traffic patterns, 

many major and minor routes and/or links may be inappropriately assigned 

without vaxying degrees of modification. To resolve this situation, a 

process of model . "calibration" is undertaken to logically explain the 

variance of s:imulated traffic figures fran those of the actual travel study. 

Calibration is the final step necessarily performed in obtaining an accurate 

descriptive model. 

As suggested above, the model becanes predictive in nature when pro-

jections of future zonal population are employed in the Trip Generation/Distribution 

sub-models. These projection estimates, taken in 5-year increments, give 

the Planning Engineer an indication of when portions of the highway system, 

as they presently exist, will becane "overloaded" - i.e., when future traffic 

volumes will exceed the s:imulated physical capacity of the road. The Travel 

Forecasting Model is an efficient planning tool in that it provides an answer 

to the canplex question: "How are the present and projected deficiencies of 

the state highway network best resolved?" The first step in deriving an optimal 

solution to the problem is by simply modifying the present network configuration 

to meet the specified travel demand. Since certain portions of the base network, 

as currently described, are unable to handle traffic volumes at an acceptable 

level, one must detennine which of a series of highway networks would be 

capable of doing so at the least social oost. The alternate route assignment 

process gives the transportation analyst a solid basis for canparing proposed 

network changes. The sole difference in developing an alternate network, of 
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course, lies in the descriptive procedures of the highway network model. 

Certain links and/or nodes are added to or deleted fran those areas of 

the base ruro;ork which are currently or are projected to beccme deficient. 

The "tree" programs are then run using this network to detennine the 

shortest highway path between zones; the trip Generation/Distribution 

Model builds the necessary alternate trip tables and the Network Assignment 

Model "loads" the trip table to the alternate network. FiCJtlre 17 shows 

the sequence of programs which are used during. every alternate run of 

the Traffic Forecasting Model. The ultimate output fran this process 

is a magnetic tape known as a "final working network". Ten, Twenty, or 

even thirty such tapes may be obtained to describe a single portion of the 

base network. These tapes contain an enOllllOUs amount of information relevant 

to the potential cost/benefits of these highway proposals.·· But how is this 

information accessed, identified, and ~? How is an optimal highway 

network actually chosen fran a series of network canfiCJt~rat;ians which were 

all proposed to provide an equally satisfying answer to the particular 

planning problan at hand? The answer to these questions are to be found 

in the discussion of the travel :impact analysis process described below. 

B. Travel Irrpact Analysis Procedures 

The impact indicators listed in FiCJtlre 9 were developed with the 

idea of giving one the ability to efficiently identify and oampare the 

possible present and future effects of irnplanenting a proposed highway 

plan. Each of these sixteen indicators are aimed at quantifying a single 

aspect of a proposed network's :impact upon travel behavior. It is 

essential, therefore, to consider these procedures as an interrelated 

whole. Their application, upon this basis, it is belieVed; fonns a 
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canprehensive process of travel analysis/evaluaticm which enables cme to 

more than adequately describe travel :impacts on the system level. As these 

sixteen individual analytical steps are utilized upon a series of alternate 

highway networks, cme is incrementally given insight into why one particular 

network is considered optimal f:ron a travel (:impact) perspective. The 

system procedures perfonned in obtaining output f:ron the ~act indicators 

are reviewed below. El:rrphasis is placed on the concept behind each indicator 

and the mechanics of its operaticm. Many of the analytical techniques to 

be described here are similar in that they utilize a majority of the same 

system programs; files, and canpcment models. Indeed, a few indicators 

differ only in perspective - i.e., they may enjoy an identical approach but 

selectively manipulate a particular travel element. Other indicators, though 

sharing the model as a ccmnon framework, utilize more varied system techniques. 

The purpose of the following discussion, then, is to note procedural similar

ities, to familiarize the reader with operaticmal steps, and to show how an 

indicator actually describes a potential travel :impact. When this has been 

accanplished, the reader should be sufficiently prepared to embark on a danon

stration of the Travel Impact Analysis Process as it is p~~sently applied. 

l) Highway Volume Deficiency 

The Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation, 

as do all such departments, have a responsibility to make the state's trans

portation system operate as efficiently as economically possible. Under

lying this responsibility is a need to know exactly where the system is not 

performing as expected - i.e., where the system is deficient .. One of the 

best measures of highway inefficiency can be obtained by canparing the 

actual physical capacity of a road segment (link) to the volume of traffic 
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it is forced to carry. A link, by definition, is said to be deficient 

when the volume to capacity (V/C) ratio is greater than one. Obviously, 

to make the highway network (at the system level) effective, all links 

=rently deficient or those projected to beccme so, must be identified. 

It is not a coincidence that the two pieces of infonnation needed to 

perfonn this analysis are stored in link associated volume fields. The 

capacity for a link is described in the original network description through 

the Highway Network Model and is stored in volume field #1. Base year 

(1970) trip volumes for all network links are taken :fran either actual 

O&D studies or historical trend data and are recorded in volume field #2. 

Projected traffic figures, as simulated through the Traffic Forecasting 

Model, are typically placed in volume field #20. A program known as 

TPNAPS (taken fran the TP Battery of caTqJUter programs - see Figure 18) 

has been des;igned to allow its user to "key" on various volume fields for 

the perfonnance of particular arithmetic operations. In this case, TPNAPS 

is "set-up" to divide either a link's present or future traffic volume by 

its capacity. Another of the TP programs (TPVOlA - i.e., Volume Field Adder) 

takes the output fran TPNl\PS and stores it in a volume field of the "Final 

Network Tape". The user has several options concerning methods of data 

output but canputer graphic techniques have becane preferred since federal 

legislation now demands each highway department to be as effective as possible 

in their ccmnunication with the general public. The Graphic Display Battery 

(see Figure 19), specifically TPll53, through its versatility, allows one to 

pictorially present those links which are found deficient. This method has 

proved to be a powerful ccmnunicative device. The link-node plot of the 

highway network system (shown in Figure 4) is an example of a caTqJUter 
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graphic technique - others will be presented for many of the impact pro

cedures in the subsequent section on process application. 

2) Level of Service 

Developnent and application of the Level of Service Model 

has been thoroughly documented in Volume I, Part ·H, of the Statewide Model 

report series, The tenn "level of service" has been defined as "any of 

an infinite hUillber of differing canbinations of operating conditions that 

may oc= on a given lane or roadway when it accc:mnodates various traffic 

volumes". In theory, level of service is a qualitative measure of the 

effects of anumber of factors - e.g., traffic interruptions, freedan to 

maneuver, driving canfort and convenience, etc. But because of insufficient 

data relating to these factors, the V/C ratio (mentioned above) has been 

accepted as a crude indicator of service level. The Highway Research Board 

in their 87th Special Report stratified all V/C ratios for rural roadways 

into a fiv~range classification (see Figure 20) . Level A, numerically 

Level 1, indicates the best service that could be expected on a network link 

under a given set of conditions. Conversely, Level F(6) indicates the worst 

service - (anything greater than Level E (5) as shown in Figure 20 is auto

matically considered Level of Service F) • This type of analysis differs 

from Highway Volume Deficiency in that one is not only able to distinguish 

between links which are deficient and/or sufficient, but also to what extent 

they are so. The operational "steps" taken to perfo= this analysis are 

similar to those of Deficiency Analysis in that it utilizes the V/C ratio 

as an essential factor. The major difference between the two approaches is 

simply this.. Once the ratio of volume to capacity is calculate;), it is 

canpared to 1;he values of the information found in Figure 20 which has been 
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FIGURE 20 
V /C RATIOS FOR RURAl ROADVJAYS 

UNDIVIDED AND/OR UNCONTROLlED ACCESS 
MULTI-lANE HIGHWAY 

LEVEL OF SERVICE 2 LANES 3 LANES 4 LANES 6 LANES 

A 0.28 6 . 0.360 0.400 0.400 

B 0.643 0.659 0.667 0.667 

c 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

D L214 1.205 1.200 . 1.200 

E 1.428 1.366 1.333 
. 

DIVIDED WITH CONTROllED ACCESS 

MULTI-lANE FREEWAY 

1.333 

LEVEL OF SERVICE 4 LANES 6 LANES 8 LANES 10 LANES 12 lANES 

A 0.509 0.552 . 0.567 0.57 5 0. 581 

B 0.727 0.805 0.833 0.850 0.860 

c 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

D 1.200 1.12 6 1.100 . 1.078 1.065 

E 1.455 1.379 1.3 3 3 1.307 1.290 
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read fran tape and stored internally in two arrays, one for highway links 

and one for freeway links. Before its storage in one of the numbered volume 

fields, the model assigns the appropriate level of service classification 

. to each link. By properly preparing TP1153, the canputer "plotting" program, 

. one may indicate into which service level each network link. falls. Highway 

Volume Deficiency Analysis pin-points only those links which have a V/C ratio 

greater than one. 

3) Effective Speed 

Anyone who has ever operated an automobile knows intuitively 

that as the congestion on a particular route increases, the actual (effective) 

driving speed on that route drops. In other words, there is a definite, 

positive relationship between running speed and congestion (the volume-to

capacity ratio). The Effective Speed Model automates the process of calculating 

an adjusted speed for each link in the highway network based on simulated 

road conditions. The methodology for detenni.ning the V/C rq.tio as described 

above and as utilized in the previous two analytical procedures, is again 

applicable here. While the link-specific V/C ratios in the Level of Service 

Model were classified according to the tables shown in Figure 20, the 

Effective Speed Model relates the ratio to three separate sets of curves 

which are slightly-modified, piecewise-linear approximations of those 

developed by Curvy and Anderson (see Volume I, Part K, of the Statewide 

Traffic Forecasting Model). Representing the curves internally as a 

sequence of (x,y) points, the model detennines which of the three functions 

is to be utilized by "keying" on two variables - the first of which is the 

type of road under consideration (freeway, two-lane, or llUllti-lane non-freeway) 

and the second, the number of lanes (for freeways) or the percent of length 
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having at least 1, 500 feet sight distance (for all other roadways) • Reference 

to these curves according to the variable route conditions allows the model 

to define the effective running speed on a study link. For example, Figure 21 

shows the three curves utilized in the detenuina.tion of average running 

speed on four, six and eight lane freeways given a certain V/C ratio. If 

a link of a four-lane freeway has a V/C ratio of 0.4, it should be clear that 

the effective speed is they-coordinate of that curve which corresponds to 

the V /C value - in this case, 55 miles per hour. This infonnation, like the 

output fran all Statewide system models, is stored on magnetic tape in a 

numbered volume field for later graphic output or further manipulation. 

4) Capacity Adequacy 

Use of the V /C ratio as an indicator of road adequacy, or 

inadequacy, provides the basis for sane extremely useful analytical techniques 

but it should be kept in mind that volumes expressed in tenus of annual 

average daily traffic (MDT) or design hourly volume (DHV) simply reflect 

a link's traffic conditions on the average day or the 30th highest volume 

hour. Its use poses a problem of route canparability in that two links, 

though having similar capacities and V/C ratios, may be quite different 

with respect to the number of days (in a year) the road actually experiences 

a "capacity breakdown" - i.e., when volume exceeds capacity. 

This situation can be explained through the seasonal traffic variation 

among network links. Figure 22 shows the distribution of daily traffic on 

one link of the Michigan highway network over a period of one year. Notice 

the peak travel volumes on this road for the traditional vacation months 

of July and August. Other brief periods of peak travel may reflect either 

annual holidays or, say, the opening of a popular hunting season. A profile 
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of a link's travel patterns are as unique as the road segment itself. Never- ' , 

theless, SCIIIe routes are characterized as be.ing predcminantly recreational 

while others, located near urban areas, carry ma.inly work iilld shopp.ing trips -

thus having little seasonal fluctuation. A suburban link, which has an 

acceptable service level (V/C ratio less than one) and is of little or no 

importance to recreational travel, will experience a capac;ity breakdown at 

very infrequent .intervals. However, a rural route charact.E!rized by heavy 

seasonal travel which also possesses a "border-l.ine" V/C ra,tio (V/C ratio 

approximately equal to one) will beccme congested beyond ac:ceptable service 

levels .in direct relation to its peak travel periods. It has been observed 

that the higher a link's V/C ratio and the greater its seasonal variation, 

the Irore H.kely it will experience a capacity breakdown at frequent .intervals. 

'lb .incorporate the effect of variation .in daily traffic into a canputerized 

Irodel for predict.ing future adequacy of a highway link, seasonal fluctuation 

must be measured and expressed .in variable tenns. The design hourly volume 

(DHV) is widely regarded as be.ing significantly related to peaks .in daily 

traffic. A high DHV .indicates frequent peaks .in daily traffic volume. A 

DHV factor may be calculated by canpar.ing AADT with the ra\\' DHV to detennine 

a percentage figure - the higher the DHV factor (DHV /AADT = DHV%) the greater 

the daily variation. When two roads have equal V/C ratios (volumes expressed 

.in tenns of AADT), their actual dissimilarity may not be ob\Vious. The DHV 

factor reflects the pattern of daily traffic distribution and when used in 

conjunction with the V/C ratio is a better indicator of likeness between two 

links. 

The capacity adequacy Irodel (see Volume VII, Part A) has utilized several 

statistical methods to detennine the interaction of V/C ratios with DHV factors 
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and their canbined relationship to a dependent variable (the number of days 

of capacity breakdown) . Stratification of all observed D!W factors into 

three groups, namely, below 13.0%, 13.0% to 20.0% and over 20%, has resulted 

in the three curves shown in Figure 23. Present and projected D!W factors 

and V/C ratios are calculated for each of the links in the statewide network. 

Their storage in numbered volume fields allows the model to easily access 

this data and to determine which of the three curves should be anployed in 

the link-by-link analysis. If, for example, a link has a D!W factor of over 

20% and a. V/C ratio of 0. 7, the number of days the link will "breakdown" 

is 86 days. Using the same V/C ratio but changing the D!W factor to the 

curve representing factors between 13-20%, breakdowns for the link would 

drop to 49 days. Likewise, a V/C ratio 0. 7 and D!W factor below 13% would 

result in breakdowns amounting to only three days a year. 

5) Trip Length Distribution 

A traffic volume expressed in tenus of AADT or D!W gives 

one little indication as to the "character" of a particular highway link. 

An AADT figure produced by the Traffic Forecasting Model states simply 

that "a certain road segment is used for, on the average, x number of 

trips a day". Without further analysis, nothing is known about the type 

of trips which use the link and, therefore, to what purpose it is being 

put within the statewide network. A link which carries predcrninantly 

short distance, local traffic does not play a vital role in the movement 

of inter- and intrastate traffic and will not be given the amount of attention 

typical of those links which have a higher "functional classification" -

i.e., those links which connect major population centers, carry trips that 

have a higher average trip length, etc. One of the tools used in functionally 
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classifying road segments is a canputer program known as TID (TP1408) -

Trip Length Distribution. The program, another within the transportation 

plaruring battery, allows its user to produce a printer map showing all 

trips which pass through a study link in relation to one another in tenns 

of travel time. These trips are stratified into as many second,hninute/hour 

intervals as necessary to accamrodate the number of trips recorded as having 

passed through the link. If the link carries mostly local traffic, then 

only three or four intervals are necessary to classify the majority of 

recorded trips while a link which carries a predaninant number of "through" 

trips will need a larger range of intervals since these trips will have a 

much greater distribution of origins and destinations. The T.LD program 

makes this determination autanatically by referring to the skim-tree and 

trip table input tapes. The output printer map usually presents not only 

the frequency but also the distribution of trips using a particular highway 

link. When the analysis is performed on the sail'e road segment of differing 

alternate network configurations, the :impact a specific proposal might have 

upon the type of travel using the study link becanes readily apparent. For 

eKall1ple, a link which presently serves as a part of a major travel corridor 

(thus having a great distribution of network trips) may becane almost 

totally of local .importance if a fr~ay were to be constructed parallel 

to it - travelers opting to take the now "shorter path". 

6) Average Trip Length 

The TID allows one to investigate the distribution of trip 

lengths which pass through a single network link. To run the program on a 

network of over 7,000 links would not only be time consuming, but eKpensive 

as well. A less costly means of measuring trip length for the entire statewide 

network may be calculated through the sequential utilization of several 
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of the transportation planning canputer programs - TP MINID and TP NAPS. 
) 

TP1412 (MIN!P) peonits one to perfonn any of the four basic aritbnetic 

operations on two matrices while these same operations may be. perfo:rmed 

on any canbination of network volume fields tlu:ough use of TP 1422 (NAPS) . 

Once the network is sldmned on distance in the creation of a matrix, 

the table is llnlltiplied by the standard trip matrix to output a link-specific 

index (total vehicle miles traveled on each link) which is added to the 

network tape through use of TP VOlA (mentioned previously).. TP NAPS peonits 

one to then divide the volume field containing this index 9Y the contents 

of volume field #20 (the projected MDT) to produce an average trip length 

for each road segment. By inputting this tape into TP 1153 (of the Graphics 

Display Battery) , a plot may be produced which indicates those network links 

which are presently used or are projected to becane used for long and/or 

short distance travel. 

7 & 8) Vehicle Miles and Vehicle HOurs 

How will an alternate highway network affect the total 

vehicle miles and hours traveled by the residents of a state? Fluctuation 

in either has obvious :inplications for the arrount of gasoline consumed, the 

number of accidents experienced, the quantity of pollutants released and 

many other relevant factors which IWSt be analyzed in the hppes of holding 

each at a minimum level. A program written within the Statewide Interagency 

Procedures ,Research and Developnent Section enables one to SlllTillarize vehicle 

miles and/or hours by any of three geographical areas - i.e,, the county, 

region, or state. Total vehicle miles may be calculated through use of TP 

NAPS (1422) which llnlltiplies, on a link by link basis, the length of a road 

segment (as calculated by TP SKIM) . Surrmarization of a particular area may 
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be stipulated through a program option. Figure 24 shows a state vehicle 

Sl.lllllla:rY for the base year network. 

9) Traffic Volume Analysi~;~ 

Traffic Vol\lllle Analysis differs fran others discussed :in 

this report :in that no additional canputer manipulation is needed after 

obta:in:ing what is known as the "Final NetvJork Tape". This tape describes 

the physical characteristics of a network configuration and contains 

current and projected traffic figures expressed in both AN:tr and DHV 

forms. By properly preparing the canputer graphics program (TPll53), 

one is able to plot alternate highway netvJorks with traffic volumes annotated 

next to each link. After these traffic vol\lllle plots are obtained, the 

only step perfo:r:med :in this analysis is the manual drawing of "cordon" 

l:ines around the desired study area - making sure one crosses the network 

at po:ints which are thought to be critical (see Figure 25). Canparison 

of the traffic vol\lllles which enter and leave the study area via the 

specified po:ints gives one an :indication of which plan might generate/attract 

the greatest nll!llber of people. The production of additional :incoming and/or 

outgoing trips is a function of accessibility which varies with netvJork 

configurations. The desirability of this phenanenon is constantly debated 

rut use of this analytical technique :indicates a probable travel pattern 

prior to actual irrg::llementation. 

10) Zone of Orig:in 

Until recently when one wished a total of expected vehicle 

accidents occurring :in a particular Sl.lllllla:rY area (see Figure 24), the 

number calculated would :indicate the number of projected accients but 
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FIGURE 24 
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could not reflect the origin or destination of the vehicles involved. 

If a zone had had an extraordinary projected accident rate, it might, 

for example, have been difficult to prove to an influential "decision-maker" 

that the improvement of a road in an area outside his political jurisdiction 

would actually be beneficial to travelers of his constituency. The developnent 

of the "zone of origin" technique permits one to predict the total number of 

accidents which the residents of a particular zone are eKpeCt9d to experience 

in a certain year given a particular highway network - i.e., the total 

reflects the accidents projected to occur to the residents of a specific 

zone regardle$S of their location within the system at the time of occurrence. 

The politician may now think twice before vetoing funds for the improvement 

of a rosd which has statistically been proven to provide a safer travel 

environment for people of his ccmmmi ty. 

EKecution of this procedure required the rewriting of the TP SKIM (1404) 

ccmputer program to allow the user to "skim" a network on the contents of 

any "volume field" rather than on just distance, time, or cost •. Once an 

"accident per Vehicle" factor is calculated through the multiplication of 

the link-specific accident rate by the link's distance* and is stored in a 

. volume field, the network is sk:imned on this factor and an "accidents per 

vehicle" rate table is created for each zone. Further multiplication Of this 

rate table by ·the standard trip table yields a matrix in which projected 

*The forrm.lla for calculating a link' s accident rate is: 

Rate = Accidents x 100a2oo,ooo vehicle miles 
Distance x. 365 ys x MfYr for the link by changing 
the MfYr to 1, an accident rate for single vehicle 
may be detennined. 
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accidents for all 547 zones are recorded. A routine lmown as symap (to be 

discussed in greater detail below) allows one to display socio-econanic 

data in any of three fonns by stratifying system information into as many 

as ten discrete categories. The variance in total zonal accidents is 

indicated by symbolically shading an entire zone in accordance with th e 

predetenn:ined range - a zone which contains one of the highest projected 

totals will, for exanple, be darkest in appearance. 

11 & 12) Selected Route and Selected Zone Analysis 

To those familiar with the statewide roodeling system, the 

word "select" connotes the chOOsing of several routes, zones or trees for 

the purpose of perfo:rming a more detailed trip analysis. TP SELC (1424), 

the carputer program· utilized in selected route analysis, allows its user 

to specify those links which are thought to be most heavily impacted by 

additions to or deletions fran the base network. Inputting the network 

tree and trip table tapes, the program "picks" fran than those trips which, 

according to the predetenn:ined minimum highway paths, pass through the 

designated link. If the link is solely of local importance, a plot will 

indicate a network distribution of trips which is consistent with the nature 

of the road. That is, trips, regardless of their number, will have their 

origin or destination in zones which have a close praKimity to the study 

link. Likewise, a road segment which serves as a link in a regional or 

statewide travel corridor will produce a plot which displays a distribution 

of trips throughout a much greater percentage of the network. .The TID 

(discussed above) permits one to stratify a link's recorded trips into as 

many time intervals as needed to visually describe their frequency and 
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distribution. The exact origin/destination (O&D) of these trips, however, 

is not known. The advantages of the selected route analysis is, then, that 

the O&D of each trip passing through the selected route, the trip volume 

contributed by each zone, and the min:imum path taken by these trips is 

clearly indicated in a network plot. 

The operatiqnal steps perfonned in selected zone analysis differs 

from those of selected route analysis in a single major respect- i.e., 

the type of link selected for the detailed study. The latter approach 

may use any of over 7, 000 netwo'rk links while the former is restricted to 

use of one or more of the 547 zone centroid links. This seemingly minor 

change gives 'the technique a new perspective. Since the study link is 

actually a centroid, all infonnation associated with it is characteristic 

of the entire zone rather than mere! y the link as is the case in selected 

route analysis. Therefore, the O&D of every trip entering or leaving the 

link (zone). eoincides with the total recorded in the output tapes of the 

Generation/Distribution M::Jdels. The min:imum paths taken by these trips 

are identical to the paths used in the zonal exchange of trips as determined 

through the TP TREE computer program. One of the principle values of this 

technique lies in the fact that one may annotate trip volumes along each 

link of the min:imum path. This is not possible when the selected tree 

program (discussed below) is utilized. 

13) Selected Tree 

The concept of "building trees" was presented earlier in 

the discussidn of the Trip Distribution M::Jdel. Fran that discussion, it 

is known that the min:imum highway path between each of the 547 zones must 

be calculated in order to detennine the interzonal exchange of trips 
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produced through the Trip Generation Model. It was also shown that a 

single selected tree could be plotted via the graphics displ~y battery 

(see Figure 14). No mention, however, was made that the technique might 

---- ------ -··· ·-- ·-·-- -- ------- ~-· 

also prove to be an effective means of indicating a specific travel irrq;>act. 

By using the canputer program designed to build a selected tree (TP 1403) 

on the same zone centroid for different highway networks, one may determine 

the occurrence of "shifts" in rnin:irm.nn travel paths to and fran a study zone. 

Obviously, not all "branches" of a selected tree are of critical irrq;>ortance -

many connect the study zone with other zones which are sparsely populated 

and thus carry an insignificant percentage of statewide traffic. A few of 

the branches connect the study zone with others which generate a great travel 

demand. When this latter point proves true, any shift in the path taken 

between these zones will heavily irrq;>act·not only the given region but perhaps 

the entire state as well. The selected tree program enables one to identify 

any change in the major traffic corridors leading to/fran a study zone. The 

purpose of constructing an alternate highway network, of course, is to better 

acca:tm::ldate traffic between two or more points (zones) . Running a selected 

tree indicates whether the new facility will sufficiently reduce the rnin:irm.nn 

travel path between these zones to cause the desired shift. 

14) Travel Mode Accessibility 

Volume I, Part D, of the Statewide Traffic Forecasting Model 

(report series) documents an irrq;>act procedure known as Proximity Analysis. 

This "tool" autcrnates a methodology in which social irrq;>acts of a highway 

network are measured by calculating to what extent the network makes selected 

services accessible to people.· Accessibility varies with alternate network 

configurations. Using the computerized logic of this analysis, for example, 
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one may detennine which of a series of highway networks bring mass transit 

facilities "closest" to the greatest number of people in terms of travel 

time. By implementing a plan which does this, those who have a propensity 

to use such facilities will, theoretically, use them more often. Certainly 

this will affect future demand for particular transit modes and will impact 

overall state travel patterns. 

The TP TREE and TP SKIM canputer programs of the Transportation Planning 

Battery mentiorted earlier provide the nucleus around which the proximity 

model has been built. The TP TREE program detennines, using any network 

configuration, "the path of least resistance" fran each zone to every other 

zone according to sane user specified variable - (minimum travel time was 

utilized throughout this report except where stated otherwise) • Since the 

model stresses the accessibility of a single (analysis) zone to, in our 

case, transit facilities, it is possible to build a selected tree. from 

the analysis zone to all other system (destination) zones (as Figure 14 

demonstrated) • TP SKIM calculates the aCtual minimum separation variable fran 

each zone to zone pair - in effect "sldmning" the selected tree. The numbers 

associated with each link indicates the average time, in hundredths of a minute, 

necessary to go from the zone centroid to the end of a link. These times, 

therefore, are cumulative for each zone-to-zone (centroid) path. The prOKirnity 

model allows its user to detennine the number of transit facilities which 

surround an analysis zone according to specified intervals (bands). The 

model, which uses the skim-tree file as input, searches through the tape 

for each zone .centroid and detennines into which time band, if ahy, they fall. 

Each time interval has "accumulator" fields in which the zone number, time 

away from the analysis zone, and the desired transit facility information 

is stored for each zone within the band. Output may be obtained in several 
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sumnary forms but only two program options were employed for this report. 

The first gives the analysis zone's relationship to the zones around it. 

Population proximity sUmmarizes for each analysis zone and for each time 

band: 

1) The percent of total population occurring in the 

band 

2) A list of zones in the band 

3) The number of servers (transit facilities) within 

the band 

4) The number of people per server in the band (total 

population of the band divided by the number of 

servers in the band) - See Figure 26. 

The second option treats each zone in the system in turn and surrrnarizes 

the impact of the analysis zones on it. Server proximity indicates for 

each ~ in the system and for each time band: 

1) The number of analysis zones in the band 

2) NUmber of service units (facilities) in the band 

3) Total service capacity in the band (e.g., number of 

beds per hospital) - Total capacity is recorded as 

zero in travel node accessibility. (See Figure 27) . 

15) Symap/Driving Band 

Symap is a canputer program used for producing two dimensional 

printer maps of socio-econanic data. Raw data, when given to the canputer 

in the appropriate fo:rrnat, may be related, manipulated, weighted and aggregated 
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Time band analysis is a means of graphically oamparing the accessibility 

of a selected zone through use of a prax::imal symap. The input info:rmation 

needed for this analysis is identical to that used in the analysis of travel 

mode accessibility. The TP TREE and TP SKIM catp.1ter programs calculate the 

min:i.mum travel times between the analysis zone and every other instate zone. 

The time values associated with each of the zone centwids are stratified 

into a range of \lp to ten time intervals (bands) • The area surrounding a 

centroid is shaded on the output map according to the predetenn:i.ned time 
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stratification and the proximal technique of centroid association. Using 

this method, a zone's accessibility to the state driver becanes visually 

obvious. The expansion (fran one alternate highway proposal to the next) 

of those time bands nearest the analysis zone indicates a greater degree 

of driver accessibility to the analysis zone. Likewise, an expansion of 

those bands farthest frcrn the analysis zone (at the expense of other time 

bands) indieates that accessibility to the selected zone has been impaired. 

16) Population Shed 

As previously suggested, the list of statewide impact 

indicators is constantly being updated to include newly developed and 

revised measures. M:>st other indicators included in this report have 

received attention in preceding documents, but the concept of a "population 

shed" is totally new. Its full potential is not realized here - this is 

not a definitive statanent regarding its use. It is subnitted to obtain 

whatever feedback it may deserve frcrn those parties who believe it to have 

a fuller application in their particular area of concern. 

The transportation planning canputer program #1405, typically used to 

"load" trips to the network, was manipulated so as to (instead) allow the 

loading of tOtal zonal population. A zone is selected to represent the 

destination of thE;! population leaving the other 507 instate zones. The 

path taken by these "surrogate trips" is delineated (through use of TP TREE) 

as the minimum highway path. Since the population of distant zones seems 

to acCI.llliUlate in paths which, as they came closer to the selected zone, carry 

greater and greater amounts of population, the plotted network cernes to 

resanble a river system (watershed) in which its headwaters are transfonned 

into zone centroids, its flow into people and its "100uth" into the selected 

zone (centroid link). The tf'.xm "population slY~", then, wets counted as a 
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result of this seemingly direct analogy. 

A network assigned in this manner indicates .the maximum ntmlber of 

persons who, if and when given sufficient reason, could travel to the 

selected zone via the minimum path corridors. Frcm the perspective of the 

businessmen operating in the selected zone, the more populated branches 

of the population shed indicates those directions in which their marketing 

efforts should be oriented. To the highway planner, disruption of these 

paths might indicate a greater possible impact on present and future 

statewide travel. 
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PROCESS A P P L I C A T I 0 N 

With the procedures behind the Travel Impact Analysis Process fully 

described, the individual techniques may now be applied to a "real world" 

situation. Figure 31 depicts the northwest region of Michigan's state 

highway network with two of three alternate proposals marked in a bold 

dotted line. Alternate "A" has no such line for. it represents the "do-nothing", 

"no-build" option - i.e., the base (1970) network with no changes made in 

its physical description. Alternate proposals "B" and "C" incorporate into 

the base network not only the highway systans of the configuration shown 

in Figure 31 but also those highway links presently ccmnitted for near future 

construction. Inclusion of Alternate "A" is .. important in that it provides 

a means for canparing the "build" proposals with the present network system 

in detel:mining whether the :impacts created by them do, in fact, justify 

either of their implementations. Since the traffic volumes for each plan 

have been projected to the year 2000, each of the sixteen :impact indicators 

attempt to describe the traffic situation as it might occur in that year. 

Zone 151, the Traverse City area, was chosen as the focus of this report's 

analysis - all indicators have been geared to measure the influence of the 

alternate highway configurations on traffic patterns to/fran/in and around 

this study area. 

When rronitoring projected travel :impacts, an analyst normally can 

request regional and/or state plots at any scale he desires. But since 

larger network plots, when reduced to report size, lose their legibility, 

this exemplary analysis has restricted its numeric plotter output to a 

single, rather than small, portion of the M-37 travel corridor (see Figure 32). 

Other graphic techniques depicting link, regional, or state :impacts will 

utilize the study area whenever possible, but will focus on other major 
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corridors if and when, for the sake of discussion, they prove more useful. 

A word of caution. The purpose of the following analysis is not to 

actually choose a "best" highway proposal - - there are many socio-econcmic 

factors not discussed here which must be carefully considered in the making 

of that final detel:mination. This analytical exercise was performed as a 

means of demonstrating the present abilities of the travel :inpact modeling 

process and to show how these techniques may systematically provide the 

highway planner with insight into the many traffic problems currently facing 

his department. 

1) Highway Voll.lll1e Deficiency 

Certain options within the canputer program TP1153 of the 

Graphics Display Battery pennits its user to plot the contents of any network 

voll.lll1e field along specified network links. By keying the program to voll.lll1e 

field #23, which contains the V/C ratio discussed above, a cc:xnputer map may 

be created which depicts all those network links which have a v /C ration 

greater than one. Figures · 33, 34 and 35 show statewide deficiency maps for 

the three alternates under study. Alternate A, having fewer highway miles 

was expected to produce a plot which would indicate a network with a greater 

number of link deficiencies. Indeed, this proved to be the case. Although 

a statewide travel :inpact may be observed with a close examination of the 

three networks, the greatest deficiency difference between Alternate A and 

the two other proposals appears in the northwest region. Notice the nunber 

of alternate network links which, by the turn of the century, are expected 

to beccme deficient within the major north-south regional corridors (see 

Figure 36). Now cc:xnpare how many of these deficiencies lliwe been removed 

with the simulated construction of the high capacity freeways. The nunber 

is significant. 
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The figure annotated along each link is the V/C ratio calculated 

through the network specific travel input. A link may be deficient for 

all three networks but the degree to which it is so, may vary fran network 

to network. It should be noted that the addition of a freeway configuration 

is not only likely to reduce the total number of deficient links within 

the system, but also has a tendency to redistribute them. This phenanenon 

is ccmnonly observed within the output of all the modeling techniques 

. discussed in this report. Alternate configurations impact the building· 

of the minimum paths between zones and determine the patterns in which 

traffic is assigned to the network. Therefore, although the plots of 

Alternate B and C indicate that volume deficiencies on the whole have been 

reduced, they also show that several links which 'Nere not considered deficient 

within the. base network have becane so within either of the alternate 

proposals as a result of this traffic reassignment/redistribution. 

If sanething other than a quick visual analysis is desired, reference 

could be made to a printed listing (optionally produced) which gives details 

of the network in question. Fran this, one could determine the exact number 

of deficient links, their total mileage, their type, and any other bits of 

descriptive data associated with each network link. Typically, volume 

deficiency analysis is recognized for what it is -- a general indicator. 

It is meant simply to point out those areas expected to provide the planner 

with the most difficulty. It suggests areas where further analysis is 

necessary. 

2) Level of Service 

A special revision of the canputer program TPll53 may be 

"set up" to create what is known as a "bandwidth" plot. A plot of this 

nature requires its user to know the range of the data to be mapped so 
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as to permit its stratification into as many as ten discrete categories. 

A Level of Service Bandwidth Plot is produced by keying the plotter program 

on the volume field which contains the output frcm the Level of Service 

Model (discussed in the previous section) • Fran that discussion, it is 

known that the best service level any road is capable of giving is represented 

numerically by a "one" and, conversely, the 'WOrst service level by a "six". 

The three regional bandwidth plots Shown in Figures 37, 38, and 39 use bands 

(lines) to represent the Level of Service experienced by each of the network . 

links - - & single line denotes a service level of 1 (A) , t'WO lines - service 

level 2(B), etc. This approach to plotting data on the net'WOrk provides a 

strong visual :impact and simplifies the task of monitoring change fran one 

net'WOrk to anbther. Other examples of its use are demonstrated below. 

Alternate A indicates that by the year 2000, if no additions/deletions 

are made to the present net'WOrk, the service level experienced by motorists 

in the test region, while not canpletely intolerable, will, on many of the 

major routes, be considerably less than satisfactory. With the simulated 

construction of the alternate freeway configurations, this situation is 

significantly changed. Notice the :impact that has occurred on those regional 

travel corridors which are parallel to the<mew f&cilities. Many of the 

links which were expected to experience a congested service level of D or 

above have dtOpped to a pleasant level of C or below. The reason for this, 

of course, is tied to the phencmenon of traffic redistribution/reassignment. 

By connecting the same regions· as did the old routes, these &lternates mve 

. reduced tr&vel time between the areas to a point in which much of the traffic 

&pts for the now faster roodw&y. Their higher c&pq.city permits the pq.ssq.ge 

of traffic &i:much greater volumes without the concanitant increase in 

service leveL 
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3) Effective Speed 

'l'hA!I Effective Speed Plots for the three alternates s!nm in 

Figures 40, 41, and 42 were again produced by the standard canputer program 

TPllf!3. 'l'hA!I Highway Network Medel, one of the four basic sub-inodels within 

the traffic forecasting system, has coded in one of its ~ty-five link 

descriptive volume fields an average speed experienced by ootorists under 

"nonnal" driving conditionS. This figure is annotated belqw each of the 

study area links. The output frc;m the Effective Speed Medel appears above 

each network link. The .difference between the two figures gives one an 

indication of the speed ecpected to be experienced by IIPtorists in an 

area as a result of a simulated road construction and proj~ traffic 

volumes. In Alternate A, the lack of aqditional roadways h<l.s caused many 

of the major travel routes to beccrne congested to a point ip. which the IIPdel 

predicts traffic will be slowed to a maximum of 30 mph. (Actually, many 

links may beccrne congested beyond this point, but the IIPdel,, has been designed 

to "bottcm out" at this leveL) The additional freeway links in both 

alternates B and C relieve pressure on the M-37 travel =idor such that 

speed levels are projected to once again approach or equal the average coded 

rate. 

The output fran the Highway Volume Deficiency analysis and· the Level 

of Service Medel seems to indicate that Alternates B and C, if constructed, 

would provide enough new roadway to, in many cases, oore than. adequately 

handle the projected traffic. Since these techniques share with the 

Effective Speed Medel a ccmnon basis (i.e., the V/C ratio), it should cane 

as no surprise that these three types of network plots have similarities 

which are readily apparent. For example, a link that is deficient according 

to the criteria establiShed for conducting the Highway Volllm? Deficiency 
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Analysis will likewise be deficient (that is, have a service level of D (4) 

or below when the Level of Service MJdel is run). Those links shown to be 

deficient through either the Highway Volume Deficiency Analysis or the Level 

of Service MJdel will also experience a reduction in "normal" driving 

speeds proportional to the amount of traffic congestion experienced - the 

greater the indicated deficiency, the lower the probable running speed on 

those links will be. By canparing the Level of Service Pl.ots to those of 

the Effective Speed MJdel, this relationship is verified _; each link which 

was expected to have an :lrrg;lroved. service level, also experienced an increase 

in driving speed. Alternates B and C markedly :improve the projected V/C 

ratios and therefore traffic congestion/speeds on many portions of the major 

travel corridors. 

4) Capacity Adequacy MJdel 

The Level of Service Model and Highway Volume Deficiency 

Analysis are techniques which give one a very general idea of total network 

deficiency. With both, the analyst is told that when certain links experience 

a V/C ratio, greater than one, they . (the links) shoold, for all practical 

purposes, .be considered inadequate. Since volumes are expressed in tems 

of the DHV, persons familiar with these techniques know that a link specified 

as being deficient will actually only be so when the 30th higher volume hour 

(DHV) is met or exceeded. As was stated previoosly, the number of days in 

a year in which the DHV is equaled or surpassed is tied to the amount of link

specific variation in daily traffic. (See the explanation presented in the 

previoos section.) Without this knowledge, the inexperienced may mistakenly 

believe that the predicted network levels of deficiency occur every day. 

Under a given set of conditions, this, of coorse, is possD?le but not necessarily 

is it always the case. 
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The capacity adequacy model is designed to give yearly link deficiency 

infonmation - to give the analyst an indication of the actual magnitude 

of network deficiency. It delineates a subset of the total set of deficient 

links by indicating which are most inadequate in tenus of the number of 

days in a year volume exceeds capacity. (Inadequacy as used here refers to 

the number of deficient days in a year - not to the amount by which volume 

exceeds capacity!). The level of service plot may, for example, shows that 

each of three seemingly similar network links experience congestion equal 

to level of service D. How i!l the highway planner to determine which of these 

deficiencies is best rerioved first? By plotting data fran the capacity 

adequacy model, the question becanes acadanic. Due to fluctuation in daily 

traffic (or lack thereof), each of the three roadS may have a V/C ratio such 

that the model predicts deficiencies of ten, one hundred, or three hundred 

days a year respectively. Obviously, when the magnitude of the deficiency 

reaches nearly a year, it demands the soonest possible attention. Construction 

project priorities are then easily distinguishable with the running of this 

model. 

The standard network plotting program (TP1153) was employed to create 

the capacity adequacy plots shown in Figures 43, 44, and 45. The number 

annotated directly above each network link indicates its V/C ratio; the 

other (above the V/C ratio) is the bHV "percent" used by the model in calculating 

capacity deficiency; the figure beneath each link is its projected yearly 

deficiency. Notice link 1288-2066 - it has, for ~11 three alternates, a 

DHV percent of 11 (decimal places are not indicated). The V/C ratios for 

each link are variable - - Alternate A equals 89, B equals 57 and C equals 

77. Using this DHV percent and these V/C ratiO!! in the capacity adequacy 

model to predict total yearly deficiencies, the link is Shown to be inadequate 
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(in tenus of properly handling traffic volumes) for thirty-two and nine 

days a year when Alternates A and C, respectively, are used as input. The 

link, if Alternate B were .impl611el1ted, is projected to becane totally adequate 

- that is to say, it .is projected to experience the same service level year

round which, in this case, is level c. Since this level of service (experienced 

on each of the three study links) is acceptable, no near-future construction 

would be recarmended. If, however, a more congested situation were observed, 

the Alternate A link would, obviously, have construction priority. 

5) Trip length Distribution 

The level <;>f service plots indicated that if either of the 

proposed alte:i:nate freeways were actually built, routes entering/leaving 

the Traverse City area would experience a drastic reduction in traffic. 

When this reduction reaches a level in which the function of the road is 

significantly affected, state highway officials must detennine whether its 

continued maintenance as part of the state trunkline is truly neeessary. 

That is, should the road be turned back to county jurisdiction? By running 

a TLD on a single link of the route in question, one may gather valuable 

info:cnation pertinent to the making of this decision. Figure 46 shows 

the printer maps produced by the TLD program for each of the three alternates. 

If no new hit;ti1way construction were ever again undertaken, the distribution 
-. 

of trip lengths on a link of M-37 (just south of Traverse City) would be 

identical to that displayed as "Alternate A". The figures on the left"'hand 

side of the graph represent ten-minute intervals and the figures to the top 

indicate the rercent of traffic within the selected trip table which are of 

that trip length. A cumulative percentage for each interval is also noted 

to the right of the graph. The number of recorded trips rcm;re fran 40 up 

to 850 minutes. The mean trip length has been calculated at the 240-minute 
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level. other statistical measures are noted at the bottcrn of each graph -

e.g. I the standard deviation, variance, etc. Displaying a distribution of 

this magnitude indicates to the transportation analyst that the road is 

used by a great many more people than merely area residents. Though the 

percentage is slight, a few persons by the turn of the century are expected 

to travel aver 14 hours before using the link in the canpletion ·of their 

trip. 

The study link's total usage within the state network has been radically 

affected with the simulated highway constructioo. The range of trip lengths 

for Alternate B may be stratified by employing a mere eighteen of the ten

minute intervals - as opposed to the 85 utilized for Alternate A. The mean 

has been lowered to slightly aver an hour while other statistical measures 

have similarly been reduced. By applying this canparative process to Alternate 

C, an even greater reduction of long distance travel on the selected link 

beccrnss apparent. The mean trip length has dropped to a little more than 

.three quarters of an hOur and appraKimately 90% of all trips are included 

within the first five ten-minute intervals. 

6) Average Trip Length 

The TID prcgram provides perhaps the best trip "profile" 

of any indicator within the travel impact Il10deling process. Several 

statistical measures give one an excellent description of the distribution 

of trips passing through each selected network link. Cost and time constraints, 

as suggested, prohibit its running on an extensive basis. Ccrnplete trip 

length information for a single link is extremely useful; for the entire 

network, it would be invaluable. The TP Battery discussed in the above 

procedures section pennits one to efficiently calculate a statewide (link-specific) 

average trip length (ATL) . Although frcrn a pure statistical point of view, 
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it is unacceptable to describe a trip distribution solely in tenns of. its 

mean; use of the average trip length as an impact indicator provides a 

valid (though admittedly incanplete) description of an entire network's 

trip distribution. 

Calculating a network average trip length through the standard TP 

programs, in addition to speeding the indicators process time and reducing 

the cost, has another advantage over the TID method in that it allows its 

input to be displayed in a network plot. A portion of the Traverse City 

network (Alternate A) which includes the link studied in the TID analysis, 

appears in Fi9u,re 47. The numbers associated with each link is the average 

trip length calculated according to the procedures outlined above. Through 

the TID program, the mean for the selected stUdy link (see bottan of Figure 

46) was found to equal 240.4 minutes. The same link using the shortcut 

method equals 240.9 minutes - a single decimal place for each figure is not 

indicated. The minor discrepancy, approximately 30 seconds, is due to the 

fact that different rounding factors Wll!!re used. 

The ATL and TID methods, then, do produce very similar results. The 

numeric plotting program is ·useful when one wishes to know specific inpact 

data characteristics of each network link. But when a quick visual analysis 

is all that is desired, the bandwidth approach is most beneficial. Note 

the three ATL bandwidth plots in Figures 118, 49, and 50. The ATL infonnation 

has been stratified into ten categories - the first band represents all 

those links which have an ATL of 50 minutes or less; the second band inclUdes 

trip lengths of 51 to 100 minutes. The third, 101-150, and so on to the 

tenth which depicts anything greater than 451 minutes. Although the exact 

number of bandS canposing each link has becane blurred with reduction, 
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corridors traveled for greater distances are, nevertheless, distinguishable. 

In the "no-build" proposal, M-37 and US-131 are projected to beccme 

of great importance for travelers entering and leaving the region - ATL' s 

for these corridors vary between 3 and 6 hours. If Alternate B were 

constructed, however, travelers would tend to abandon M-37 in favor of 

US-31 and US-131 which would be expanded to freeway specifications. At 

no point, would M-37 (north of Grand Rapids) have an ATL larger than 150 

minutes. Alternate C would, likeiwse, diminish the use of M-37. On several 

links south of M-37' s intersection with the western leg of the proposed 

freeway (Alternate C), the ATL's approach the levels recorded in Alternate A. 

This, in all probability, is a reflection of the fact that since the 

proposed freeway crosses the state much farther south than does Alternate 

B, M-37 will act as a freeway connector for many zones south of this inter

section. Both of the freeway proposals effectively intercept and channel 

long distance north-south travel through the region. 

7 & 8) Vehicle Miles/Vehicle Hours 

The network plotting program facilitates a link by link 

analysis of the output produced through the various m:Jdeling techniques. 

It peDmits one to quickly note those links/corridors where the greatest 

travel impacts have been recorded without wasting valuable time thumbing 

through reams of printed listings. Despite this advantage, one wishing 

to know county, regional or state totals of specific impact data has, in 

the past, been required to surrrnarize this infonnation by hand. Although 

the surrrnary program rrentioned in the preceding section does not include 
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output fran the standard travel impact modeling process, with .the exception 

of the level of service model, it nevertheless dem:::mstrates the progranmer's 

ability to incorporate these teclmiques at a later date. Keying the sunrnary 

program in vehicle data alone has lead to the development of a new indicator 

which pennits .the monitoring of not only additional travel impacts, but also 

several of ~e fran a social, econanic, and environmental perspective. 

Figures 51, 52, and 53 depict all that data currently produced through program 

opti6ns. SinCe our concern here is limited exclusively to the effects of 

alternate configurations on projected travel patterns, the following discussion 

focuses on the first three categories listed - - total miles, annual vehicle 

miles and annlial vehicle hours. 

Alternate A, the no-build proposal, has a regional total of 785 miles 

of which a mere three are of the high capacity interstate. or FAP (Federal 

Aid Primary) variety. The Alternate B proposal consists of a total of 857 

miles. While a spread of 62 miles between ootwork totals does .not seem 

significant, the crucial point is that proportionally Alternate B contains 

a greater overall percentage of the higher capacity freeways. The same 

holds true when Alternate B is canpared to the third proposal (Alternate C). 

Despite the fcl.ct that the latter has a greater total mileage (909), the 

difference is canposed predaninantly of roadways capable of carrying (relatively) 

lower traffic 'volumes. This is of :importance because the equation which 

detennines network trip generation has incorporated into it a variable known 

as "induced traffic". This variable attempts to account for the fact that 

a freeway, since it tends to reduce travel time, encourages additional travel 

between zones .. : The more freeway links a network has, the greater number of 

trips it will produce. This phenanenon is then responsible for the larger 

VM/VH totals apPearing at the bottan of Figure 52. Alternate B trips have 
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been increased to such a level that, as a result of the additional 26 miles 

of freeways (over Alternate C), the disadvantage caused by fewer total 

network mi.Jles is overccme. Of the three networks, Alternate B enjoys the 

highest ratio of VWVH to total network miles. 

9) Travel Volume Analysis 

Figure 54 indicates the approximate location of each of three 

regional cordon lines. To simplify this analysis, the MDT;t>lfll counts 

recorded in association with each network link intersecting the cordon 

have been duplicated in the chart appearing in Figure 55. Roadway numbers 

reflect the present highway numbering system - those routes which cross 

the cordon line more than once have an N (north), s (south), E (east), or 

W (west) designation. The first count (before the slash) is the link's 

projected .1\ADT - the one after, its DHV. Alternates B and C have three 

network links which permit additional entry into the region - they have 

no route numbers and are designated simply as "new freeway". 

Demonstrating the ability to efficiently forecast travel volumes on 

a network basis is what the statewide modeling system is all about. Insertion 

of a cordon line helps to ensure that the model is, in fact, producing 

accurate trip info:tmation; that the volumes and patterns generated are 

consistent with those expected and/or desired. Analytically, this technique 

Should be one of the first employed since it is upon this statewide trip data 

that all social, econcmic, environmental and travel impact indicators are 

based. Once the analyst is convinced of the reasonableness of the projected 

network traff:i<:, he may use the cordon (cultine) approach itself as an 

impact indicator - first, to detennine whether any link deficien,cies have 

been resolved . with simulated road construction and secondly, to calculate 
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the redistribution in traffic entering/leaving a study area. 

A person attempting to calculate road sufficiency must consult sane 

very specific engineering guidelines. The point at which a neh«>rk link 

is considered in need of expansion varies with certain conditions specific 

to it. For example, a two-lane roadway, having the same width of paved 

surface as another, may be able to cao:y higher volumes of traffic simply 

because it has fewer hills andjor curves, is m:>re limited in access, etc. 

Generally, however, when a two-lane road registers an AADT of 5,000 trips 

and a DHV of 900 trips, a highway agency begins to consider the link for 

a near-future improvanent given the aocanpanying conditions. warrant such 

action. 

In Figure 55, all those links which have an AADT or a DHV over these 

accepted levels of adequacy have a * placed ,next to them. Alternate A has 

five links which show either or roth AADT/DHV deficiencies. Notice that 

route 131 (N), as it passes through the cordon line, has an AADT of 6,696 

but a DHV of only 736. Alternate C indicates a similar case in which the 

DHV is beyond the accepted DHV level but the AADT is not. Deficiency in 

one does not, then, autanatically imply deficiency in the other. With 

the simulated construction of Alternates B and C, a significant traffic 

redistribution has taken place. The "new freeway" links have attracted 

regional trips to such an extent that the southern portions of US-31 and 

US-131 barely registers trip data at at all. Alternate B has little effect 

on the northern deficiencies of US-31 and US-131 while Alternate C, by 

passing almost parallel to the latter route, efficiently removes congestion 

in that area of the network. Although ocillation in traffic volume is 

apparent on all other links which cross the line, none are truly signficcmt. 
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Using the cord6n approach to monitor the removal of highway deficiencies/ 

traffic redistribution requires the analyst to employ the technique more 

than once to insure such removal/redistribution is, in fact, occUrring at 

points other than merely those at which the cordon intersects the network. 

A single application of the technique may cloud the true picture of an 

area's generated travel patterns and, therefore, the analyst must rely 

on other indicators in developing a more accurate picture. 

----- ----------- -~, 

The cordon line, as a method of analysis, perhaps provides its greatest 

insight into the impacts generated by alternate. highway proposals by indicating 

the projected &change of trips between a selected study area and the rest 

of the state. Figure 55 has AADT/bHV regional totals listed for the three 

alternates. Alternate B shows a ll.4% increase in MDT and a 17.0% DHV 

increase over Alternate A. Likewise, Alternate C registers a 10.8% AADT/32,5% 

DHV regional iricrease. Whether this increment in trip generation is seen as 

being beneficial (hannful to the region fran an overall social, econc:mic, and 

environmental and travel perspective) depends largely on the type of results 

received for the other impact indicators and, to an even greater extent, 

on the values of the person interpreting and acting upon these results. 

10) zone of origin 

The confonnat technique of centroid association (disucssed 

above) was employed to produce the Symap shown in Figure 56. The infOJ:Tllation 

displayed is the projected number of accidents experienced by residents of 

the 508 instate zones as they travel the state highway network. The amount 

of zonal shading appearing on the map represents aggregate accidents for each 

zone - the darker the shading, the higher the total number of projected accidents 

for that zone •. •. Notice the zones in the Detroit metropolitan region - ccmpare 

them with the zones of the Upper Pen.iilsula. Statistically, persons in the 
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state's northern most zones are less likely to have accidents than are. 

their counterparts in the more urbanized southern regions. of the state. 

This bit of information should came as a surprise to no one - the more 

populated an area is, the more autanobiles it will have and thus the 

greater number of accidents it will experience. 

How will the construction of a new highway corridor affect the statewide 

accident data displayed here. Since information used as input to Symap 

was calculated by the procedures previously outlined, alternate highway 

configurations will significantly inpact the number of accidents experienced · 

by residents of all those zones which are projected to frequently use the 

new route during the interzonal exchange of trips. That is, certa.in highway, 

proposals, by teducing travel time between zones will attract trips fran the 

more accident-prone road segments to the higher capacity roadways - thus 

reducing total accidents within zones that are inclined to use the new 

facility. Alternate highway proposals may be evaluated on the basis of the 

amount of zonal shading produced by Symap when the various network configurations 

are used as input. 

11 & 12) Selected Route and Selected Zone Analysis 

Figures 57, 58, and 59 show perhaps the most striking 

visual examples of travel inpact of any displayed in this report. ·. The link 

·chosen for the analysis is the same M-37 link>utilized in the TID technique. 

While the latter indicator described the distribution of trips in tenus of 

time, the former focuses on raw traffic. vol1.111e. By "picking" or "selecting" 

fran the network trip table all those trips which pass through the study 

link, one is able to produce a series of bandwidth trip plots. Stratification 
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of the trip qata into ten discrete categories has not been done so that 

each group contains an equal number of trips. This manipulation was 

necessary to gain the desired visual effect. It is not necessary to know 

the exact designation but to give an idea of the data range being discussed -

a single band equals no (zero) trips while ten bands equals anything over 

2,200 trips. Alternate A indicates that the only link with enough recorded 

traffic to require ten bands is the study link itself. As greater and 

greater distances separate the study link fran those links which permit 

access to it, the number of trips recorded in association with each gradually 

diminish. 

Usage,. hOwever, is not only a function of prOKimity, but also of time 

reduction - the selected link is used by many distant travelers for the 

sirrple reason that it is a portion of the minimum path which connects than 

with their desired destinations. When one discovers a shorter path, they 

almost always opt' for this route. This seems to have happened when either 

of the proposed freeway system were built. Prior to their construction, the 

base network 'relied on the M-37 co=idor (or at least on this single link) 

to carry a substantial number of trips to and fran the more populated zones 

of the test region (as the TID has indicated) • Every major travel co=idor 

in the southern portion of the network is used by travelers either before 

or after they. pass through the selected link. The irrportance of this road 

segment to the interzonal exchange of trips is, indeed, significant. With 

the simulated. freeway construction canes a change of the role fonnerly played 

by M-37 - inter, and to a lesser extent, intra - regional traffic now loads 

to the higher capacity roadways. If one were to travel north along M.-37 

using either Alternates B or C, the traffic volumes encountered would be 
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extremely low until one was within apprOKimately 2Q-30 miles of Traverse City 

at which point the influence of local travelwould be ftHt - volumes approach 

preconstruction levels. If other impact indicators substantiate this picture 

of projected travel patterns for the majority of M~37 links, then, the highway 

department must seriously consider officially deleting the route from the 

system of state trunklines. 

Operationally, selected-link/zone analyses are identical. Their only 

difference is that the latter approach employs a centroid rather than a 

standard network link. The advantage gained with this modification is s:irrply 

this: when the selected tree program is utilized, the analyst knows which 

paths the simulated traffic has taken from the study zone to every other 

systE!ll zone and how many trips have been actually exchanged between thE!ll 

but he cannot describe the distribution of trips along each path. He cannot 

attribute, let's say, x nUII1ber of trips as having passed through y link. 

The selected zone analysis does not acCUII1Lllate trips at the zone centroid, 

but rather gives this "selected" network distribution. 

The :irrportance of this technique does not lie in the fact that it 

provides some startling new travel impact - because, frankly, this is not 

the case. All data obtained through this approach can be Obtained through 

some other indicator already existing within the systE!ll. Selected zone 

analysis is s:irrply a convenience - it groups together in a single technique 

output which might have previously taken several indicators to assE!llble. 

It reduces process time and facilitates analysis. 

It should be mentioned that all minimum paths utilized in the interzonal 

exchange of trips are· not displayed in this type of plot - i.e., Figure 60. 

is still basically a network plot. Although the bands allow one to trace 
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. the flow of traffic frc:rn the selected zone to the other system zones, it 

does so only when they actually exchange trips. If no persons frc:rn a distant 

zone travels to the selected zone (or vice versa) , the eventual path taken 

by them is not stipulated. To determine a miniJro.lm highway path most easily, 

one should =nsult a selected tree plot - links not used in gaining access 

to the selected zone are automatically deleted. 

13) Selected Tree 

The purpose of building a new series of highway links is, 

of =urse, to more adequately handle traffic wishing to travel between 

various points within the state network. By providing a highway path which 

requires less travel time, it is hoped that trips overloading a certain 

portion of the network will opt for the higher capacity roadways thus 

providing a more balanced distribution of network travel and gaining those 

advantages with which it is typically associated (e.g., fewer accidents). 

If .an alternate network is built which does not lower travel times between 

zones, trips will continue taking their fonner routes deSJ?ite the actual 

or s.imulated =nstruction. To ensure the new facility "intercepts" those 

trips for which the construction was undertaken, one ltulst monitor the loading 

process - ltulst determine whether the mininrum paths created through the new 

alternate are actually those desired. 

Figure 61 displays the selected tree for zone 151/alternate network B. 

The numbers appearing next to each zone cen~id reflect the present zonal 

numbering system. (Total trips exchanged betMeen the selected zone and all 

other system zones may be annotated, as mentioned above, if one wishes to 

display this ·information. ) The calculation of the miniJro.lm paths for a 
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selected tree .does not necessarily imply that trips are exchanged between 

the various system zones - it merely indicates those paths which would 

(IOOst logically) be taken if traffic were actually assigned to travel 

between them. At this point, it should perhaps go without saying that 

the highway proposal (Alternate B) does, in fact, shorten travel time 

between the selected zone and every other system zone - the previous 

indicators have verified this fact. 

14) Travel Mode Accessibility 

User convenience has, to a great extent, given the autoiOObile 

the popularity it enjoys today. Until other modes of transportation at 

least approach the present ease of autOIOObile usage, no canpetitive atm::lsphere 

between IOOdes will ever be developed. In the days of growing population, 

- - - - - - -- - --- •... -.. ·~ 

energy and pollution problems, this situation cannot long be tolerated. As 

suggested in the procedures section of this report, alternate highway configura-

tions are able to bring a certain percentage of an area's population closer 

(in tenns of travel time) to existing travel facilities. Those who have a 

tendency to use mass transit facilities will, 100st probably, be encouraged 

to use them.more frequently if and when their accessibility is improved. 

Prax:i.rnity (i.e., accessibility) analysis is a technique which pennits one 

to measure the accessibility of (in our case) railroad stations to zonal 

populatd>on along minimum highway paths. It was pointed out previously that 

this type of analysis can be undertaken fran several points of view. The 

first stresses the importance of making travel facilities more accessible 

to the population of a single zone while the other seeks to optimize 

accessibility on a county, regional or state level. Figure 26 displayed a 

portion of the actual output received using option one but due to the 
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massive amounts of printed material involved, the output fran the three 

alternates has been transferred to the chart appearing in Figure 62. 

The headings for E>.ach of the categories are, for the most part, self

evident but as a quick exarrq:>le - Alternate A shows that within the first 

fifteen minutes of the city, a population of 20,690 has been recorded 

(which is . 2% of the total state population) • These people have access 

to a single railway station within this t:i.me span which provides a population 

to a railway station ratio of 20,690. Upon inspection of the various totals, 

it :immediately becanes apparent that absolutely no differences exist between 

the alternates. for the first three fifteen-minute intervals surrounding the 

centroid for zone 151 (Traverse City) • Slight variations are registered when 

the canputer :scans the area three-quarters to a full hour fran the city. Does 

obtaining these seemingly insignificant results mean that the concept behind 

the analysis has little or no value? Definitely not! The reason shall be 

discussed following review of the technique's second option. 

The secO!i.d surnnary folltl available to those perfolJtling accessibility 

analysis lists all those zones which have railway stations accessible to 

them within specified t:iJne intervals regardless of the facilities inclusion 

in that zone. In other words, the key factor is accessibility to a zone; 

if a single facility is, for example, within the first fifteen minute t:i.me 

band for ten different zones, it is counted ten different t:i.mes regardless 

of ill which zone it is actually located. This duplication or "overlapping" 

effect, it should be kept in mind, is reflected in all regional totals. 

Figure 63 depicts the ten county, thirty-five zone region utilized in 

this analysis while Figure 64 shows the regional SUillllaries obtained by 
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c. 

TRAVEL 
TIME IN 
MINUTES 

0- IS 
IS· 30 
30-45 
45.60 

0 -IS 
U-30 
30-45 
45-60 

0- IS 
u -30 
30-45 
4S • 60 

%OF TOTAL 
POPULATION STAT!!· 

POPULAUON 

20690 .00233 
22912 .002511 
231106 .00268 
13715 .00155 

20690 .00233 
229!2 .00258 
23806 .002.68 
15432 .00174 

20690 .00233 
22912 .00258 
23806 .00268 
23705 .00267 

RAIL PROXIMITY -- OmON 1 

CUMULATIVE CUMULATiVE 
NUMBER OF 
RAILROAD 

POPULATION % STATIONS. 

20690 .23% 1 
4M02 .49% 12 
67408 .75% 18 
81123 .91% 9 

. 

20690 .23% 1 
43602 .49% 12 
67408 .75% 18 
82840 .92% 12 

20690 .23% l 
43602 .49% . 12 
674011 .75% 18 
9UU 1.00% 10 

FIGURE 62 

llATIQOJF 
RATIO OF CIIWLA'$ii¥E 

POPULATION POI'tiLA 1'ION TO 
cmrut.ATIVE TO&; OF cwutA'lWI> 

#.OF RAILROAD RAILOOA.D I<Aii.RO~ 
STATIONS STATI()MS STATIONS 

I 2069 2(169 
13 190 33$ 
31 132 217 
40 152 202 

1 206.9 .. 14M9 

13 190 335 
3l 132 Zi1 
43 128 192 

I 2069 2069 
13 19.0 335 
31 132 217 
41 237 222 
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ZONE 151 

RAIL PROXIMITY -- OPTION 2 

TOTAL NUMBER AVERAGE CUMULATIVE 
TRAVEL OF RAILROAD %OF RAILROAD OF RAILROAD AVERAGE CUMULATIVE 
TIME IN STATIONS STATIONS STATIONS WITHIN BAND %WITHIN BAND MINUTES WITHIN BANDS WITHIN BAND WITHIN BAND 

FOR ALL ZONES . 

A. 0 · IS Ill 9.91 3.17 3.17 9.91 
IS· 30 174 15.53 4.97 8.14 25.44 
30-45 343 30.62 9.80 17.94 56.06 
45.60 492 43.92 14.05 31.99 100.00 

B. 0 · I 5 Ill 8.86 3.17 3.17 8.86 
15 . 30 193 I 5.40 5.51 8.68 24.26 
30.45 382 30.49 10.91 19.59 54.75 
45.60 567 45.25 16.20 35.79 100.00 

c. 
0 ·IS Ill 8.87 3.17 3.17 8.87 

IS- 30 205 16.38 5.85 9.02 25.25 
30-45 356 28.45 10.17 19.19 53.70 
45-60 579 46.28 16.54 35.74 100.00 



using the ex<;roplary alternates as input. The category with the heading "% of 

Rail Stations Within Band" was calculated by detennining the total number of 

stations accessible to regional zones for all bands and dividing it by the number 

specific to each of the four bands - e.g., Alternate A (first band) equals 9. 91% 

by dividing 1,120 by 111. The second measure used within this option for cam

paring impacts is the average number of regional railway stations accessible 

per zone/per band. For example, since in the first band (Alternate A), lll 

stations are accessible regionally, 3.17 are accessible per zone within fifteen 

minutes driv:i.ng time - lll observations divided by 35 regional zones. Unlike the 

previous option, results vary prior to the last fifteen minute interval, but 

again, the true significance of the differences involved is questionable. 

If accessibility analysis is of such importance that it is mentioned in 

this report, why does not the output reveal more startling evidence of its 

worth? The reason for this is quite simple. The three alternate highway 

proposals do not shift travel times between zones to a point in which improved 

highway access to the regional railroad stations can be monitored below a 

sixty-minute level. That is, there are (no doubt) freeway configurations of 

such a size and shape that, if implemented, would significantly improve user 

access below a sixty-minute level but none of the three described here do, 

in fact, havethis effect. Same may call into question the size of the zone 

systan <;roploy€d in this technique - reasoning that the larger the zone systan 

utilized, the less sensitive the model in toto would be. This is a valid point 

. but it should be kept in mind that this methodology has been successfully 

<;roployed in mOnitoring impacts within fifteen minute time intervals of other 

study facilities. Use of larger time intervals would have (in a.certain respect) 

resolved the problan of model sensitivity, but how many people would travel 

more than an hour to take advantage of same mass transit mode? A highway 
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system attempting to encourage the use of mass transit must, logically, 

improve accessibility for persons living within very small time intervals 

of the facility itself - thus the emphasis on the fiftePJl minute intervals. 

A 2, 300 zone systan is in the process of being made operational. Once this 

system is adopted for daily use, the technique discussed here, it is hoped, 

will better show particular systans as being {at least fran this one 

perspective) clec>xly superior. 

15) SymapjDriving Band 

It seans to be an accepted principle that the amount of 

physical distance separating persons determines to a great extent the degree 

of social interaction they experience. This principle, by extension, is 

applicable to geographical areas - the farther apart two zones/counties/regions 

lie in relation to one another, the less likely they are to have direct social 

ties - the converse, of course, is also true. Since the various modes of 

ground transportation are presently the most often used for intra-state travel, 

any reduction in highway travel time will significantly affect the number of 

trips exchanged between areas. All indicators included in this report have 

striven to quantify one particular aspect of intra-state travel which has 

been impacted with the addition of freeway links to the base network. Several 

have dealt exclusively with travel time - either on a network basis {as in ATL) 

or fran the perspective of a single link {as in TID). Both of these techniques 

were graphically displayed. Travel Mode Accessibility Analysis skimmed a 

selected tree on time to determine, among other things, the ratio of population 

to railroad stations within specified time intervals. 

The Driving Band and accessibility methods of analysis are related in 

that the former takes the input utilized by the latter {sk:imned trees) and 

displays it graphically by placing it in a symap fonnat. Figures 65 and 66 
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- - --------~----~-------------------~--- -------------- ---- -------------·---------- ---------

show the variations in driving times frcm zane 151 to every other system 

zones using.alterna.te networks A and C. A line separating these bands has 

been"manually drawn - the arrow designates the two and one-half hour (150 

minute) band which appraxlma.tely encircles the northwest region. Notice 

the position of this and other bands when people use Alternate A in driving 

to the selected zane. The addition of the proposed freeway links speeds 

north-south travel into/out of the test region by altering the mininrum 

highway paths. Zones which were once, an a travel t.iJne basis, nruch farther 

south have been pushed northward. 

16) Population Shed 

· ... Figure 67 depicts the "population shed" created through use 

of the ~ highway paths leading frcm zane 151 to every other system zane 

and the projeCted state population for the,year 2000. Each band of this 

bandwidth plOt does not represent an equal nunber of persons. The range 

included in each etpands sanewhat geanetrically with the first encanpassing 

5,000 persons and the tenth, 5 million- i.e., any link carp>sed of ten 

bands has an}'Where between ten and fiftsen million persons passing through 

it. Since the majority of the state's population resides in the system's 

southern 100st ·zones and the min.imum highway paths were detennined using 

Alternate neb..brk A as input, the major corridors designated in Figure 36 

are. those rourils upon which a predani.nant nunber of the "surrogate trips" 

have been loaded. Notice the relative urilinportance of the northern 100st 

branches of th~ selected tree - zones of this region are, by canparison, 

undexpopulated. They, therefore, have far less potential for bringing 

persons into the Traverse City area. It should be kept in mind that each 
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link of the selected tree merely indicates the aocumulated n\lllll;ler of persons 

who may use the link in gaining access to the selected zone. 

One of the applications of this technique seans to be the determination 

of "corridor potential" in perfo:mdng rulti-irodal analysis. Obviously, 

when planning mass transit facilities, one rust calculate those alternate 

routes which supply the ~best" access to the majority of the state's population. 

Since the aut<:m:lbile will continue to play a major role in transporting 

persons to mass transit "collector" stations, use of the min.:im.nn highway 

path as a fundamental planning concept is valid. Figure 67 shows that 

(using the base network) the M-37 corridor provides access t()/frcm a 

substantial portion of the p<JpU].ation residing in the test region. ·Whether 

better access could be accanplished through shifting the highway paths to 

the east or west, of course, entails the running of several alternate 

highway proposals. Analysis may indeed show another highway to be superior 

in tenns of "collecting" potential users at the various mass. transit texminal 

points. 
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CONCLUSION 

This report has documented sixteen travel inpact indicators. It 

was mentioned· in the opening pages of text that these indicators are a 

process - their results !lUSt be interrelated in order to clarify a clouded 

picture of the inpacts generated by the actual or sil!Ulated construction 

of an alternate highway system. To view the output frcm a single technique 

in isolation gives one an indication as to the type of effect produced on 

the aspect of travel being studied but leaves one in confusion as to what 

it means on a canprehensive, system level. The output fran each of the 

individual techniques must, by necessity, be correlated, integrated and 

reevaluated on a system basis. This is not to say that the present process 

is all-inclusive, that every contingency has been sufficiently examined, 

or that by developing a similar process, one will somehow be enabled to 

supply his superiors with a definitive impact statement. That is, of course, 

the dream but unfortunately not the present reality. 

The travel impact modeling process as it now exists identifies and 

''measures". sane of the more obvious areas of planning concern. To fine-tune 

the travel impact picture, to give the analyst-planner additional insight 

into the effects caused by highway construction, the search for more and 

better indications is never ending. The transportation planning package 

of canputer programs is the primary "tool" enq::>loyed in this pursuit. It, 

to same extent, resembles an "erector set" in that many of the analytical 

pieces are supplied - it is left for one to decide haw they might best be 

utilized. In at least this one respect, then, the analyst-planner Imlst be 

creative. Knowing the power, as well as the limitations, of the current 

system is essential. Resolution of daily problems is dependent on a proper 
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mixture of ability. 

The aboVe analysis was exanplru:y - as such the method of analysis 

was modified for presentation purposes. In reality, when planning the 

construction of a systan as expensive (in tenns of social/environmental/ 

econanic costs) as those discussed here, many more than the three alternate 

highway configurations would be studied - (again) the process of evaluation 

must be much more integrated, . and impacts on a statewide basis would be 

given much more attention. Most of the analysis perfot:med above was done 

visually - impacts with the help of the graphic display battery were made 

apparent .. A numeric format, of course, lends itself to statistical analysis 

and, perhaps, permits one to study (a little more in-depthly) a particular 

travel phenanenon. This was not done since effective camumication with the 

general public is now a Federal requirement (which is enhanced through a 

pictorial discussion) and because the visual approach (i.e., all plotting 

techniques) typically silrplify the canparisons between alternate proposals. 

The primary purpose of developing a sophisticated travel model is 

to permit the monitoring of impacts on a systan level; that is, to enable 

one to efficiently develop numerous computerized procedures for identifying, 

measuring, and evaluating the various statewide effects generated by alternate 

highway proposals and to, on the basis of this information, make possible 

the selection of a most logical/optimal plan. Prior to the utilization of 

the system approach, a plan was evaluated an a project basis - what seemed 

to be the best solution to a traffic problem in one area of the state may 

have actually Caused, in another portion of the network, a far worse 

situation. In tenns of cost-benefit, the project may have been predaninantly 

cost. No one Could project this impact. The effect of a new roadway on the 

rest of the network was undetenninable. The Statewide Traffic Forecasting 
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Model and the sixteen travel inpact indicators make possible the monitoring 

of the more important network changes in travel patterns - they infonn one 

of the JIDre probable travel conditions generated by a plan prior to its 

actual :i.rrq:>lanentation. Systematic application of the methods outlined 

ensures the maximization of user benefits and reduction of user costs. 
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